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Unequilibrium NES
Technique
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Additional points that should be taken into consideration when
running New Era Scientology for Thetans

ADDITIONS TO RUNNING NEST
Over the last two weeks, I have discovered the original recall
mechanism for a thetan would appear to be merely spotting
something.
On some level, a thetan knows all things even if he cannot view them
in a degraded state. The thetan only has to observe what it chooses
to by locating it within time and space. It is that simple.
The only issue with this is many static points, or points of equilibrium
have been formed over time due to impacts, etc. Which appear to be
the root cause of all engrams, facsimiles, and other mental energy
manifestations.
So, at the point where an impact occurs and equilibrium of forces is
achieved; the above-mentioned mental masses are created with both
mental and static charge as a part of their composition.
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Whenever our attention is on one of these masses — or something in
the environment approximates them — they are recreated. Becoming
denser over time and pulling in a greater and greater amount of
energy. It is an interaction of static energies in incidents and
postulates. Not an interaction of theta(thought) energies as there is a
marked difference between the two.
Probably the reason an engram or mass comes to be in chronic
restimulation in the first place.
On all cases that were run on the NEST procedure, no matter the level,
in asking them to spot a point of equilibrium they have invariably never
failed to detect something. Not once.
Something always blows into view. There may be no read, and there
may be no visio, but there is still a concept, a feeling, or an idea.
It has nothing to do with the mind. The thetan goes right to it — and
does so by spotting.
So, a thetan will go directly to the point of equilibrium asked for, and
it never reads. The only time a read does occur is when they are near
some aspect of an equilibrium (static). At which time a read can be
observed on a meter.
A static has no energy or mass but does have an infinite potential of
energy and mass. The static that is in an incident can then discharge
against us. Producing a fall when attempting to view the exact point of
equilibrium at its inception.
The higher potential static is what appears to be causing the electrical
discharge phenomena in the mind. All other mental and physical
universe masses are lesser in energy potential, so they are discharged
against by this static energy.
Until now in auditing, we have only been getting the mental masses
and charge off of a case. As soon as attention is put back onto any of
these static points, it is recreated and mocked up again.
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The odd point is that most cases which have gone clear mostly have
static pictures. They do not move.
In any event, I will tell you how to get rid of the damn things instead of
going into the comprehensive theory behind all of this. That will all
come later at some point I am sure.
When running the NEST procedure give the commands and take
whatever the PC's attention goes to. Have them continually spot the
point of equilibrium in what they are viewing, even if it does not read.
It may need to be spotted upwards of 15-20 times, but the needle will
eventually begin to open up and read. It will then finally BD or
culminate in multiple LFBD’s on average of .2 to .5 DIV’s of TA on
average. Or more.
Keep them locating and spotting points of equilibrium, and you will see
more case gain than ever believed possible.
That is all.
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Instructions on the following procedure
Note: I adapted the commands for solo auditing (instead of “your(s)” I
put “my” or “mine”). Also, when you address a being or multiple
beings, make sure you address him and talk to him (or her or them. I
reworded the commands to that effect).
On this process, I’ll give you a bit of explanations on the terms and the
procedure.
When you spot a point of equilibrium, it appears as un unmoving,
static thing. In a car accident for example, the guy is doing well driving,
and suddenly a car turns in front of him, and there is a big crash. This
point is recorded as something static. And the attention stays fixed on
this sort of unmoving point (the impact).
After that, you have “unequilibrium” where everything is in a sort of
turmoil, people screaming, moving about, nothing really balanced.
The assessment of Matter Energy Space Time and Awareness in
relation to the point of equilibrium is simple. You will probably see a
big read on the right item. It is really a matter of getting used with
these assessments.
The No matter, No energy, etc, assessment is less obvious but in an
engram, you have a loss of M.E.S.T. or Awareness. Again, it is a matter
of doing it and getting used to it.
Another point is that you have to address the commands to you if it is
your charge or to the being(s) if it is the other being(s) charge.
If it is another or other being(s) charge, you shift into telepathic
auditing. You already saw that in the last NES procedure.
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I suggest you do the procedure directly on an incident you can think
of. When you are used to it, you can then introduce the Original
Assessment and Preassessment to find running items and put them in
the command #1.
Another thing is on Q1, the term “by-passed charge” is used. It comes
from a specific technique of Tech 1.0. It is a technical term meaning
restimulated charge.
In actual fact, a charge has to be restimulated to have an effect on
someone. An engram can be “floating” without ever be restimulated.
In this case, the latent charge of that engram is not restimulated and
will not affect the person. In Dianetics, we call the first restimulation
of the Engram a Key-In. There must be a Key-In for an engram to have
an effect. It is like if it gets locked on the organism or the being.
Thereafter each time the engram is restimulated (a lock) you have a
bypassed charge. It is as if it was slightly touched but not seen or
discovered. Thus, the charge of the engram is bypassed – passed over
without being seen.
A failed purpose in life can restimulate a bunch of earlier engrams on
the time track. We could call that restimulation a bypassed charge.
Honestly, you can use the word “charge” instead of “by-passed
charge” if it communicates better for you).
Study well each step of the procedure because it is a bit tricky. Don’t
hesitate to contact me or your instructor in case you have questions
on what to do.

Good luck!
Didier
Instructor
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NEW ERA SCIENTOLOGY PROCESSING
COMMANDS
1.

"Can you locate a point of equilibrium regarding _____?"
“Is this my charge?
“another being's charge?
“multiple beings charge?"

"I would like to indicate that this is (my, another being's, multiple
beings) by-passed charge."

(if it is another being or multiple beings charge, shift to auditing the
being(s) and address the commands to (him, her, them).
2.

"Is this a point of:
Equilibrium?
Unequilibrium?
(go directly to step 4 if it is Unequilibrium)
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3.

"Is that a point of equilibrium in:
Matter?
Energy?
Space?
Time
Awareness?

"I would like to indicate that it is a point of equilibrium in _____."
Or
4.

"Is this a point of unequilibrium in:
No-matter?
No-energy?
No-space?
No-time?
No-awareness?

"I would like to indicate that it is a point of unequilibrium in _____."
5.

"Now spot the point of equilibrium in that again."

6.

"Does that to seem to have blown?"

(If not)
7.

"Is there an E/S point of equilibrium?"

8.

“Now spot the point of equilibrium in the E/S event.”

[Then start again from step 2 and continue.]
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The procedure can be continued until a Minor EP (F/N, a small selfrealization, and V.G.I’s), EP (F/N, with a cog related to the subject with
some resolution, and V.G.I’s), or MAJOR EP (F/N, with major realization
of the subject being run, the achievement of Universal Basic with
complete certainty of resolution, and V.V.G.I’s).
Ultimately, we are aiming for the latter, but the rest will do when faced
with time-constraints or other circumstances. An EP can occur at any
point in this procedure and if it does, that is the point to leave off.
Unless it is a minor EP and there are no barriers in auditing towards a
MAJOR EP.
Another thing to note here is that at the same time a read occurs on
the meter it is corresponding to the point of equilibrium in the pc’s
mind or universe. So, if they have any difficulty in locating one, or when
repetitively spotting one; then indicate a read no matter how small. It
can be as little as a tick or a stop of the needle; but once indicated it
tends to open up the dial and whatever is being run.
So, you cannot go wrong in indicating these as long as you never cut
the pc’s communication in the process.
So, there you have it! These are the most workable set of NEST
commands and will produce case gain on the order of three-to-four
times the amount of previous auditing. The wins and gains are also
stable, and if a MAJOR EP is obtained, then you can add certainty to
the mix.
Best of luck and this is the most potent tech that we have to date. So,
use it to the benefit of yourself and others — that is the real ticket.
L. RON HUBBARD
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